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Abstract 
As modern software-based systems increase in complexity, recovery from malicious attacks and rectification of 
system faults become more difficult, labor-intensive, and error-prone. These factors have actuated research dealing 
with the concept of self-healing systems, which employ architectural models to monitor system behavior and use 
inputs obtaining therefore to adapt themselves to the run-time environment. Numerous architectural description 
languages (ADLs) have been developed, each providing complementary capabilities for architectural development 
and analysis. Unfortunately, few ADLs embrace dynamic change as a fundamental consideration and support a broad 
class of adaptive changes at the architectural level. The Architecture Dynamic Modeling Language (ADML) is being 
developed as a new formal language and/or conceptual model for representing dynamic software architectures. The 
ADML couple the static information provided by the system requirements and the dynamic knowledge provided by 
tactics, and offer a uniform way to represent and reason about both static and dynamic aspects of self-healing systems. 
Because the ADML is based on the Dynamic Description Logic DDL, architectural ontology entailment for the 
ADML languages can be reduced to knowledge base satisfiability in DDL. 
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1. Introduction 
As modern software-based systems gain in versatility and functionality, an increasingly important 
requirement for software systems is the ability to modify their own behaviors in response to changes in 
their operating environment [1,2]. By operating environment, we mean anything observable by the 
software system, such as resource variability (bandwidth, server availability, etc.), changing user needs 
(high-fidelity video streams at one moment, low fidelity at another, etc.), system faults (servers and 
networks going down, etc.), and successful attacks (launched by hackers).  
In this article, we present a new approach embodied in the Self-Adaptive Software Infrastructure 
(SASI), a middleware system which enables the target system to heal themselves of system faults and to 
survive malicious attacks. An application that runs within the SASI environment appears to be self-aware, 
knowing its plans and goals. The centerpiece of the approach is the use of architectural models [3,4]. We 
need to consider some language (like the Architecture Dynamic Modeling Language, ADML) for 
describing the architecture of the target system at each point in time. Change operations (like tactics in 
ADML) are formulated in, and reasoned over, an explicit architectural model residing on the 
implementation platform. Changes to the architectural model are reflected in modifications to the 
application’s implementation, while ensuring that the model and the implementation are consistent with 
one another. 
ADML is intended as a new formal language and/or conceptual model for describing the architecture 
of a system. We describe the main features of ADML, its rationale, and technical innovations. ADML is 
based on the idea of representing an architecture as a dynamic structure and supporting a broad class of 
adaptive changes at the architectural level. However, simultaneously changing components, connectors, 
and topology in a reliable manner requires distinctive mechanisms and architectural formalisms. Many 
architecture description languages are dynamic to some limited degree but few embrace dynamic change 
as a fundamental consideration. ADML is being developed as a way of representing dynamic software 
architectures by expressing the possible change operations in terms of the ADML structures. 
ADML can be viewed as syntactic variants of dynamic description logic. In particular, the formal 
semantics and reasoning in ADML use the DDL(SHON(D)) dynamic description logic, extensions of 
description logics (DLs) [5] with a dynamic dimension [6,7]. So the main reasoning problem in ADML 
can be reduced to knowledge base (KB) satisfiability in the DDL(SHON(D)). This is a significant result 
from both a theoretical and a practical perspective: it demonstrates that computing architectural ontology 
entailment in ADML has the same complexity as computing knowledge base satisfiability in 
DDL(SHON(D)), and that dynamic description logic algorithms and implementations can be used to 
provide reasoning services for ADML. 
In the following sections, we firstly present the architecture of Self-Adaptive Software Infrastructure 
(SASI) in Section 2. Section 3 serves as an overview of the capabilities of ADML. We highlight some of 
the crucial ADML syntax with an overview of ADML semantics. We show that the main reasoning 
problem in ADML can be reduced to knowledge base (KB) satisfiability in the DDL(SHON(D)) dynamic 
description logic. Finally, we summarize the paper in Section 4. 
2. Architecture of the SASI System 
Here we present the architecture of the Self-Adaptive Software Infrastructure (SASI). The centerpiece 
of the SASI is the use of architectural models (Fig. 1). In this paradigm system’s run time behavior is 
monitored by monitors outside the running system. Monitored values are filtered, abstracted and related 
to architectural properties of an architectural model. The Architecture Manager is responsible for 
interpreting system observations. It consists of an architectural model of the system, together with a 
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strategy generator that verifies whether the system goals and constraints are satisfied, and if not, it can 
adapt the system using some self-healing modules. A typical strategy generator takes three inputs: the 
current system state provided by monitors, a description of the desired overall system objectives, and a set 
of preconditioned tactics, all encoded in a formal language such as ADML. The generator produces a 
sequence of tactics that lead from the current system state to a state meeting the overall system objectives. 
In our description frameworks for tactics, functional descriptions are essentially the state-based and use at 
least pre-state and post-state constraints to characterize intended executions of a tactic. The self-healing 
modules execute an appropriate repair script depending upon the tactic chosen. As a result, architectural 
changes are propagated down to the running system. 
3. ADML as the DDL(SHON(D)) Dynamic Description Logic 
ADML is intended as a new formal language and/or conceptual model for describing the architecture 
of a system. ADML is built on a core ontology of six types of entities for architectural representation: 
components, connectors, systems, ports, roles, and tactics. Of the six types, the most basic elements of 
architectural description are components, connectors, systems, and tactics. It's important to recognize that 
ADML is based on the idea of representing an architecture as a dynamic structure. In other words, ADML 
may also be used as a way of representing reconfigurable architectures by expressing the possible 
reconfigurations in terms of the ADML structures (like tactics). For example, an architectural model 
might include tactics that describe components that may be added at run-time and how to attach them to 
the current system. 
ADML is very close to the DDL(SHON(D)) Dynamic Description Logic which is itself an extension of 
the SHON(D) Description Logic (extended with a dynamic dimension). ADML can form descriptions of 
components, connectors, and systems using the constructs. Given the limited space available, in this 
article I will not delve into the details of the ADML syntax. ADML facts and tactics are summarized in 
Tab. 1 below. In this table the first column gives the ADML syntax for the construction, while the second 
column gives the DDL(SHON(D)) Dynamic Description Logic syntax.  
Because ADML includes datatypes, the semantics for ADML is very similar to that of Dynamic 
Description Logics that also incorporate datatypes, in particular DDL(SHON(D)).  
 
 
Fig. 1. Framework of the SASI 
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Table 1. ADML facts and tactics 
ADML Syntax DDL Syntax Semantics 
Facts 
Individual( o type(C1) ... type(Cn)) o ∈ Ci o I(w) ∈ Ci I(w) 
Individual( o value(R1 o1) ... value(Rn 
on)) 
<o, oi> ∈ Ri < o I(w), oi I(w) > ∈ Ri I(w) 
Individual( o value(U1 v1) ... value(Un 
vn)) 
<o, vi>∈ Ui < o I(w), vi I(w) > ∈ Ui I(w)  
SameIndividual(o1... on) o1= ... =on o1 I(w) = ... =on I(w) 
DifferentIndividual(o1... on) oi ≠ oj, i ≠ j oi I(w) ≠ oj I(w), i ≠ j 
negationOf (ϕ) ¬ϕ (M,w)⊭ϕ 
disjunctionOf (ϕ ϕ' ...) ϕ∨ϕ’ (M,w) ⊨ϕ or (M,w) ⊨ψ 
diamondAssertion(π ϕ) <π>ϕ ∃w'∈W.((w, w')∈T(π) and (M,w') 
⊨ϕ ) 
Tactics 
Tactic (α ) α   T(α)= T(P, E)={ (w, w') | c 
(M,w)⊨ P, d (M,w)⊨ ¬ϕ for 
every ϕ∈E, e (M,w’)⊨ E, fCI(w') 
= (CI(w) ∪ {uI | C(u)∈E}) \ {uI | 
¬C(u)∈E}, and gRI(w') = (RI(w) ∪ 
{(uI, vI) | R(u, v)∈E }) \ {(uI, vI) | 
¬R(u, v)∈E}. } 
Tactic (ϕ test) ϕ? {(w, w) | w ∈ W and (M,w)⊨ϕ} 
choiceOf (π π' ...) π⋃π' T(π)∪ T(π') 
sequenceOf (π π' ...) π ; π' { (w, w') | ∃w''.(w, w'')∈T(π) and 
(w'', w')∈ T(π') } 
Tactic (π iteration) π* reflexive and transitive closure of 
T(π) 
The specific meaning given to ADML is shown in the third column of Tab. 1. A DDL(X) model 
[8,9,10] is a tuple M = (W, T, Δ, I), where, 
W is a set of states; 
T : NA→2W×W is a function mapping action names into binary relations on W; 
Δ is a non-empty domain; 
I is a function which associates with each state w ∈ W a description logic interpretation I(w) =< 
Δ, ·I(w) >, where the mapping ·I(w)  assigns each concept to a subset of Δ, each role to a subset of Δ×
Δ, and each individual to an element of Δ. 
What makes ADML an architecture description language for self-healing systems, is not only its 
semantics, which are quite standard for a dynamic description logic, but also the use of tactics for changes 
at the architectural level, the use of datatypes for data values, and the ability to use that dynamic 
description logic algorithms and implementations to provide reasoning services for ADML. 
4. Summary 
In this paper we presented ADML a new formal language and/or conceptual model for representing 
system architectures. We described the main features of ADML, its rationale, and technical innovations. 
By embracing tactics into ADML, ADML combine the static knowledge provided by the system 
requirements with the dynamic descriptions of the computations provided by repair tactics, and support 
the representing and reasoning about both static knowledge and dynamic knowledge in the self-healing 
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system. ADML can be viewed as syntactic variants of dynamic description logic DDL(SHON(D)). The 
functionalities of the tactics are abstracted by actions in DDL(SHON(D)), while the domain constraints, 
states, and the overall system objectives are encoded in TBoxes, ABoxes and DL-formulas, respectively. 
So the main reasoning problem in ADML can be reduced to knowledge base (KB) satisfiability in the 
DDL(SHON(D)) dynamic description logic. Afterwards, dynamic description logic algorithms and 
implementations can be used to provide reasoning services for ADML. While ADML is still too new to 
tell whether it will succeed as a community-wide tool for architectural development, we believe it is 
important to expose its language design and philosophy to the broader software engineering community at 
this stage for feedback and critical discussion. Our approach has several important advantages: self-
adaptation mechanisms can be more easily extended; they can be reasoned about independently of the 
monitored applications; they permit the application of analytical methods for deriving sound repair 
strategies; they can exploit shared monitoring and adaptation infrastructure. 
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